
Addendum for 2023-2024 E-Rate Project - updated 1-24-2023.

The minimum guaranteed speed of the network fiber should be 40Gb/s.

New fiber patch cables for the switch stacks will be needed—a minimum of one for
each new GBIC.

To minimize downtime, new LIUs will be needed at each MDF/IDF location.

GBICS are to be 10Gbps.  All existing switches using the GBICs are HP/Aruba
2920 series.

The fiber patch panel at Strayhorn Elementary will be moved to another closet.
The existing ethernet switches will NOT be moved.  Must connect the new fiber
hub to the ethernet switches.  This new location can be considered the MDF of all
the buildings at Strayhorn Elementary.  To connect this new location to the MDF at
the HS, a minimum 12 strand cable is to be used.

The fibers can be in a single cable when needed or when cost effective.  This
project does not need a separate physical cable for each run, but that is left to the
vendor’s discretion. (As in, 3 twelve fiber cables can be used in place of a single
36 fiber cable if it is better suited and can be accommodated by existing conduit).

The topology for this project is hub and spoke.   A separate bid may be presented
for consideration at the vendor’s discretion if a major change is made (like
switching from hub and spoke to ring topology).

If the number of connections needed outnumbers the number of ports available,
the vendor will include new fiber switches and patch panels where necessary.

Due to the short length, the district office only needs to have existing fibers
repaired.  It will require existing GBICS to be replaced to accommodate
connections for 10Gbps and any support equipment needed such as patch cables
and LIUs.  Four (4) GBICs will be needed at the district office.

All fiber runs are to be properly labeled and maps (both digital and paper) are to
be provided to the District.  Bids should include preliminary maps.  These maps



can utilize the images provided at the walkthrough and do not have to be to scale.
The district requests that maps are updated with lengths and labels after
installation for record keeping.

Due to limited required bandwidth and being a NIF, the underground fiber
connecting the bus shop does NOT have to be replaced.

A pipe will be drilled for the new Ag building at Independence by the building
contractor.  This bid shall include the fiber and connection necessary for the
building connections.  The district will provide an Aruba 2920 switch and an
enclosure rack.  This fiber run can be different (smaller # of fibers) from the other
runs in the district.

Clarification:  The Vo-Tech building 3 will need to have a fiber run installed.  Right
now it only has trunked ethernet.



AT IHS, the two rooms next to each other (IHS map rooms 201 and 204) that are to be wired with
ethernet shall have in each:

- 2 ceiling-to-floor poles that have 8 ethernet ports on each pole
- Space to accommodate an electrical outlet.  Vendor will NOT be required to wire the poles

into the building's electrical system.
- 2 four-port wall ethernet connections installed on 2 walls in the room.  Locations will be

determined at a later date.  Rooms are 20’ x 30’.  The connections do NOT have to be
inside the wall - Surface mount raceways can be used.

A rack should be installed in the corner of room 201 (closest to 204 on the hallway side) with an
LIU and needed patch cables in one of the rooms. This fiber run is new and not a replacement.
Vendor will install a district-provided wall mount rack on the wall (12U).  A plywood backplate and
necessary ethernet switches (model HP/Aruba 2920) will be provided by the district.



Mobile buildings (all 3 at Strayhorn Elementary) do NOT need  any new fiber connections
installed.

The new cabling is not specified to be single mode or multimode, but lengths and speed
requirements may force vendors to use single mode.  However, all new cabling should be
consistent and not use a mix of single and multi mode fiber optics.

In the RFP (specifically Objective1 paragraph 1, new “switches” means new fiber switches.  This
RFP does not need any new 24 or 48 port PoE switches.  Due to the number of connections, new
fiber switches may need to be installed in some MDF locations.  Such locations are expected to
be at IHS, Coldwater MDF, and most likely at Strayhorn Elementary in the new closet.  New fiber
switches are NOT REQUIRED at all locations, but that is up to the discretion of the vendor.

In the RFP, the discussion of access points and their wiring is purely informational.  This RFP
does not include any aspect of the present Wifi system.

There is a flying (pole mounted outside) fiber cable connecting the gym to the MDF at East Tate.
That cable needs replacing, but it can use the poles and path of the existing cable (the poles
belong to the District).  The proper type of cable is left to the discretion of the vendor.

All fiber internal to the buildings can use the existing encasements (orange round flexible conduit)
as the present fiber.  Armored cable is NOT a requirement if fiber is being run inside metal or
plastic conduit).

A minimum of 12 fibers are to be terminated in the new LIUs if new cabling is run to the LIUs.
This does not apply if only 6 fibers are required at the LIU location.

Only the cafeteria at Strayhorn and East Tate requires a new fiber run.  All other cafeterias are
connected to switches by Cat5e.

This project should be considered a turn-key project.



The number of new GBICs needed for this project is a minimum of two per fiber run at each
location.

Fiber runs at each location (vendor can add to this if desired):

Coldwater From To GBICs

MDF Wing 1 2

MDF Wing 2 2

MDF Wing 3 2

MDF Wing 4 2

MDF Library/Cafe 2

MDF CTC Bld 1 2

MDF CTC Bld 1 2

MDF CTC bld 3 2

Total 16

East Tate Elementary From To GBICs

(this cable flies) MDF Gym 2

MDF Cafe 2

MDF Wing  A test closet 2

MDF Kindergarten 2

MDF Wing B 2

MDF Wing C 2

Total 12



Independence From To GBICS

MDF Room 201 (new) 2

MDF Panel A1D (Band bld) 2

MDF Panel A1C 2

MDF Panel A1B (hall 5) 2

MDF Hall 5 ext 2

MDF New AG bld 2

Total 12

Strayhorn HS HS MDF Room 204W 2

HS MDF Room 112N 2

HS MDF Room 204 2

Total 6

Backbone to
Elementary

Min 12 fiber Will terminate at
Strayhorn Ele closet
at new fiber switch

Vendor decision, but
all fibers must be
terminated and
available for use

Strayhorn Elementary New fiber hub closet A1A (bld 1) 2

New fiber hub closet A1B (Kindergarten) 2

New fiber hub closet A1C (gym) 2

New fiber hub closet A1F (cafeteria) 2

New fiber hub closet A1G (5th & 6th blg) 2

New fiber hub closet A1H (library) 2

Total 12

Backbone from HS Min 12 fiber Terminates at HS
MDF

Vendor decision, but
all fibers must be
terminated and
available for use


